To our interested course attendees:

Due to the nature of the ever evolving COVID-19 pandemic, we find it prudent to indefinitely cancel our UPMC Procirca Adult ECLS Comprehensive Course until such a time that we can reliably predict travel and meeting restrictions.

Currently in Pittsburgh, an indoor gathering is capped at 25 people including staff, conference facility workers, and attendees. This number could change at a moment’s notice. Additionally, bringing many people from various parts of the country and internationally presents a concern for everyone’s safety.

We look forward to the time when we can bring clinicians together in Pittsburgh to share ideas and learn about ECLS. In the meantime if you have a programmatic need for ECLS training at your hospital, we can offer our ECLS Boot Camps that bring our team to your facility for training. This training would of course follow strict social distancing and masking guidelines as set forth by the CDC.

We have an email list of all who are interested in our UPMC Procirca Adult ECLS Comprehensive Course and at the time when it is safe to host, we will reach out regarding dates. For those who have not done so already, please reach out to Mike Anselmi (anselmim@upmc.edu) regarding a refund.

We look forward to working with you and teaching you about ECLS in the future. Stay safe and healthy!
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